Checklist for Rutgers student

1. Complete the student international group travel-preliminary approval form. You can find the attached in our website. You must also enroll for student health insurance.

2. Register with Rutgers RWJMS student affair's office

3. Registration with Rutgers GAIA

4. Complete the immunization specific to country requirement and CDC recommendation: Visit Student Health Services for immunization.

5. Student must complete the request for externship FORM before they leave the country.

6. Review travel preparation and safety tips (read travel tips from the office of global health and CDC).

7. Make copies of your essential document - passport, visas and travel itineraries.

8. Once you are done with the rotation –complete the evaluation, complete survey attached in our website.

9. Upon completion of the global health rotation, contact the office of global health for poster template and poster instructions.
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10. Check all the important link attached at the LINK sections.